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Celebrating 40 Years of Conservation, 
Education and Restoration 

(1977 – 2017) 
 

SUMMER  2017  NEWSLETTER 
 

Message from the President 

Bright salmon are beginning to show up again in the river, the Centre is 

abuzz with campers and projects are being carried out by field staff.  

Summer is a busy time at the HRAA and our staff are putting in extra 

effort to ensure our projects and Nature Camp are successful, as always. I 

spent a few hours at the Centre one day helping with setting up rods, 

baiting hooks and sharing some bait fishing tricks with the kids at the 

pond. I was really impressed with how well the counsellors interacted with 

the campers and how excited the campers got about fishing. Nature Camp 

is absolutely critical in developing life-long anglers and conservation 

minded citizens. 

Aside from my lack of microphone training, everything about our annual 

Conservation Dinner was well coordinated and it was an absolute success 

thanks to the many volunteers and supporters.  We hope to see everyone back again next year! 

Our former Executive Director’s new endeavour, Long Bay Brewery is now open for business and I encourage our 

members to drop in and show some support for the Brew Master, Sean Doyle.  

Also, I’d like to send out our best wishes to Bob Baker of the Nepisiguit Salmon Association who retired after 40 years 

as president and played a major role in bringing back that river’s salmon run. I’ve talked to Bob in the past when the 

HRAA was attempting to get approval from DFO to use the same proven methods as the NSA to replenish our river’s 

salmon population and can say that Bob and his association’s success should be a model for all river associations in 

this province. Unfortunately, the federal funding that would allow DFO to assist us in any supportive rearing or kelt 

reconditioning initiative is not plentiful, although the desire to help our association from DFO staff does exist. The 

HRAA, will be vigorously pursuing a solution this year and will hopefully have some positive news on this front in the 

near future.  

As per a portion of the motion made at the AGM, I have discussed the potential of the re-opening of a Catch and 

Release salmon fishery on the Hammond with an official from DFO and the response was not supportive. I also do not 

support the re-opening of a C&R salmon fishery at this point in time, but hope that it will be a possibility in the future 

if the population shows significant signs of rebound.  The Board will attempt to meet with politicians this year to 

discuss the issues we see facing our river system and its fish populations. 

If you have any comments, concerns or would like to get involved in some way, please get in touch, as we always 

welcome feedback from our membership. 

Respectfully yours, 

Steve Delaney 
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Executive Director’s Report- Lee Robinson 

Projects are in full swing right now at the HRAA.  We are very excited 

about our many river and wetland restoration projects that are 

underway.  These projects are described in more detail in this 

newsletter. 

Hammond River Nature Camp is completely sold out for the season, 

with wait lists growing for every week.  This year we have a few new 

activities that the kids are loving.  River tubing, stand up paddle 

boarding (SUP), and sports and the Nauwigewauk Community Centre 

are all new this year, and tons of fun.  We have already hosted 

Leadership Camp this summer- a week dedicated to 12 and 13 year old 

campers.  This week included an overnight camping trip on the river, 

and was a total blast!  The camp has some excellent staff this year.  

Our Head Counsellor, Chantal Drost, is an Engineering student 

currently studying at the University of Guelph.  She is an excellent 

addition to the team!  Stephanie Hayward from Hampton is a nursing student at UNB and is proving to be a top notch 

counsellor.  Nick Whitters who just graduated from Sussex Regional High School is a new counsellor this year, and is 

also a lifeguard.  He is a great guy and the kids love him.  Melanie Arsenault is a student at KVHS and is also a 

lifeguard, and a natural born counsellor.  What a dream team! 

Starting in September, we will complete our annual electrofishing surveys for juvenile Atlantic Salmon.  We are also 

piloting a new project in partnership with the Canadian Rivers Institute at UNB.  Through this project we will aim to 

estimate the number of native Striped Bass in the Hammond River system- details to follow in our Fall newsletter. 

A new addition to the HRAA staff team is Vicki Nash.  Vicki has a background in forestry and has relocated from 

Fredericton to take on this position.  She brings a great deal of experience and skills to the HRAA and we are thrilled 

to have her on board! 

We would like to send a huge thank you to our many sponsors, who provide the funding to make all of these projects a 

reality.  Our sponsors include: The Environmental Trust Fund, The New Brunswick Wildlife Trust Fund, The Atlantic 

Salmon Conservation Foundation, Recreational Fisheries Conservation Partnership Program, National Wetland 

Conservation Fund, EcoAction, Canadian Rivers Institute and the Atlantic Salmon Federation. 

Project Updates (contributed by Hannah Bradford, HRAA Biologist & Project Manager) 

Bridging the Gap: Finding Connections Between Land Use and Water Quality in the Hammond River 

The Hammond River Management Plan (2015) ranked the Palmer and Bradley 

brook tributaries as having the poorest water quality in the watershed.  To 

improve conditions in these tributaries, a targeted water quality sampling project 

was developed to strategically determine the cause of these poor conditions.   

Our project Bridging the Gap: Finding Connections Between Land Use and 

Water Quality in the 

Hammond River is sponsored 

by the Environmental Trust 

Fund. Samples will be taken 

throughout the summer of 

2017 to determine the 

relationship between land-use 

(gravel extraction, agriculture, 

development, water treatment, 

etc.) and water quality.  The 

HRAA will use the results of 

this study to identify future 

restoration and remediation projects in the region, to improve water 

quality in both Palmer and Bradley Brook.    
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Enhancing Headwater Wetlands in Palmer Brook 

This summer, the HRAA will be restoring a 30 metre forested buffer around 2 provincially regulated wetlands in the 

Palmer Brook tributary.  Our Enhancing Headwater Wetlands in Palmer Brook project is supported by the National 

Wetland Conservation Fund through the Government of Canada’s Department of Environment and Climate Change.  

Currently, the targeted wetlands are bordered by a gravel extraction site in French Village.  The gravel pit will be 

moved away from the wetland, and a 7 cm top soil layer will be created to help establish vegetation.  A cover crop and 

mixture of native tree species will be planted on site.  As the vegetative community establishes, this buffer zone will 

improve wetland functions and water quality downstream by helping to filter out sediments, improve the storage of 

floodwater, and improve nutrient cycling.  This 

project will restore 1.1 hectares of wetland buffer. 

 

Communities in Action for a Better Bradley Brook  

This year the HRAA will complete a 2 phase project to improve conditions 

in Bradley Brook.  Our Communities in Action for a Better Bradley 

Brook project is sponsored by EcoAction Community Funding 

Program through Environment and Climate Change Canada.  The first 

phase will restore 0.4 hectares of riparian buffer from fallow pasture at the 

confluence of Bradley Brook with the Hammond River.  Riparian trees 

along the brook will function to stabilize banks, reduce sedimentation, 

improve water filtration, and reduce overall stream temperatures.  This fall 

the HRAA 

will then 

partner with 

local 

schools, the 

Town of 

Rothesay 

and the 

Town of 

Quispamsis 

to host a 4 

km stream 

clean up along Bradley Brook.  Bradley Brook currently 

has the highest density of garbage of the region and this 

work will require many hands!  Stay tuned for volunteer 

stream clean up days.  
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Down Memory Lane 

During the forties and fifties it was quite uncommon to 
see salmon fisherman on the Hammond River. Some 
of the locals did fish for trout and some of the “old 
timers” did take a few salmon, but not by the method 
that today is recognized as conventional. Their motives 
and needs were somewhat different than ours. To them 
the salmon provided a means of placing food on the 
table which, in some situations, was not an easy task. 
Even though their methods differed somewhat from 
ours, they apparently did have a code of ethics that 
assured the propagation of the species.  

In the fifties it was quite generally accepted that the 
salmon in Hammond River would not take a fly, so few 
of the locals made any great attempt to question what 
they believed to be fact. 

Perhaps Carl Ashe is the first to prove that the salmon 
in Hammond River, much like any other river, would 
take if conditions were right and proceeded to prove 
this by quite regularly taking a few fish each year. 

Another who spent considerable time and effort was 
Les Partridge of Hampton. Many times I have watched 
him casting over salmon in the lower pools of the River, 
but never while I watched did he ever hook one. He 
did, no doubt, have some luck as he would cast to 
them for hours on end. (Which is something I could not 
understand but now can).  

Once while my brother and I were along the river – I do not recall whether or not we were fishing or were just 
there – at any rate my brother noticed a small box lying on the grass and when we opened it, found it to be full of 
some of the most beautiful flies that existed, we were sure. It’s too long ago for me to remember the precise 
patterns but at the time believed the box to be worth hundreds of dollars, if not thousands.  During the next few 
days we were able to contact the owner who, I believe, rewarded my brother with two dollars and he was made 
an instant millionaire. 

My first rod was a five piece bamboo – a three piece with two extra tips.  It was purchased for seven dollars and 
included a fine mahogany box that was slightly damaged and a half dozen flies one of which was a McGinty – 
and so I was in business. 

Once while on one of the lower pools I had the honor of meeting and talking to Carl Ashe. He, no doubt, would 
remember our meeting, if at all, as just another inquisitive person, but to me even although I was more than a 
teenager it was an opportunity to talk and watch a master at work. After spending some time casting over a few 
fish he did come to the shore where I was watching, and while taking a rest or perhaps resting the fish did, one 
after another, show me his flies with comments of the merits of each; comments as to how a particular fly had 
taken fish before but he did not think it would work here because the water was too slow, and that perhaps he 
should go to a smaller one. Through my questions he also discussed the merits of different types of fly rods and 
how some, after years of use, developed a set and sort of lost their life. 

I'm sure my chest measurements increased a full two inches after talking to him but I also realized my five piece, 
seven dollar rod was not the proper equipment for taking salmon. Later I did obtain a three piece fibreglass which 
I was sure would land a fair size fish should one take. Around that period I was to spend considerable time at the 
river but it was to be several years before I caught my first fish.  

At that time Stan Rushton was a regular on the lower stretches and Bernard Duffley from Golden Grove would 
quite regularly be on the river taking fish as the conditions permitted.  

In my efforts to keep the wolf from the door I was to be absent from the river for the next six years. Then in 1972 
the opportunity to once more fish the river was available to me. Even then there were few people fishing for 
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salmon. Stan Rushton and Curt Olive would be the main fishermen at least on the lower pools. Even when the 
fishing was poor Curt could be found somewhere on the lower stretches watching and studying the salmon and 
was always ready to discuss the pros and cons of fishing - limited only by the time the audience could afford to 
take. He was very helpful in offering suggestions about the proper equipment by which to fish for salmon. Many 
hours were spent on the north abutment of the old bridge discussing why fish would or would not take. At this 
time the numbers of fishermen were increasing - each with variable amounts of skills and knowledge. There were 
also some who were not particular as to how a fish “took” so long as it ended up on the shore.  

It was about this time, I believe, that a unified effort was started to protect and improve the quality of fishing on 
the Hammond and with this view in mind a few of us gathered on the evening of March 27, 1975 in Tiny 
Ketchum's basement bar to further discuss how we could improve the overall situation on the Hammond. As I 
recall the early part of the evening was spent in general conversation of fishing and as the evening progressed 
the libations appeared to take over and what started as a dialogue ended in a monologue at 3:30 in the morning 
without too much progress being made. Nevertheless, seeds had been sown which were later to bear fruit. 

Our fishing naturally continued with more people coming to the river to try their luck, which of course led to more 
discussion of how we could protect and improve the cause. Through the efforts of John Brock a letter he had 
sent to the Fishery Department was circulated to many on the river and they in turn wrote letters in an effort to 
improve the situation.  

Then on May 9th 1975 the Quispamsis Recreation Centre was rented and a meeting called in an attempt to 
combine our efforts as a group of Hammond River fishermen. The meeting was attended by a dozen people with 
representatives of the fishery Department giving their views as to how we should direct our efforts. The meeting 
was chaired jointly by Larry Oram and Len Ketchum. The consensus of the group was that a letter should be 
formulated and forwarded to the Fed. Fisheries Department expressing our views and proposals. John Brock 
was “volunteered” to write the letter representing the group. 

We continued to fish and occasionally sprinkle the seeds with water.  Our next gathering developed from a letter 
Gary Hicks received from the Chief Fishery Biologist of N.B., Mr. M. A. Redmond, requesting recommendations 
for the scheduling of salmon rivers. 

On January 11/77 a meeting was held in the Quispamsis Elementary School with about 39 people in attendance. 
The meeting was chaired by Curt Olive who called it to order by ringing a large school bell. The Chairman 
explained why the meeting had been called and, after some discussion, it was decided scheduling was what the 
group wanted and a motion by John Brock, seconded by Bill Maher that the Hammond River be a scheduled 
river from July 15th to October 15th and the coverage of the scheduling be from where the railroad bridge 
crosses the river to what is known as the Drummond pool above Silver Hill was carried 27 to 8. The forms that 
Mr. Redmond had sent to Gary were copied and distributed and, when filled out, were mailed to the proper 
authorities. 

The pros and cons of forming an association were discussed but as I recall the meeting was adjourned before a 
conclusion was reached but a suggestion that the pool that was sometimes known as the “A Frame” or “The 
Fence” would be known henceforth as the “Rushton Pool” was carried unanimously. 

The seeds of association that had been sown were starting to take root and now more than before required a 
group to stand by with a watering can and apply a sprinkling at regular intervals. 

The following August while on a fishing trip to Nelson's Hollow on the Miramichi, Gary Hicks, Lou Duffly and 
myself once more discussed “Association”. I distinctly remember we were camped in Mrs. Storey’s yard and after 
a day's fishing were getting together the ingredients for supper - the first of which, for a good meal, is to put two 
ounces of rye or scotch into the cook, when Gary, in his usual enthusiastic manner, brought up “Association” 
again and Lou, who was cook, said “Well, we have talked a lot about it so let's do something about it”. 

When we were back at the Hammond a random scattering of people who fish the Hammond were asked to go to 
Gary's house to fill the watering can and give the seedlings a good watering. 

From this gathering pro tem officers were elected to remain in office until a general meeting in November at 
which time a slate of officers would be elected. The pro tem officers were : Chairman, Len Ketchum; Secretary, 
Hugh McCulloch and Treasurer, Lou Duffley. 

The general meeting was held in November and a slate of officers was elected for the newly formed Hammond 
River Angling Association. 

… the rest, as they say, is history! 
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2017 Hammond River Classic Fishing Tournament 

The HRAA Hammond River Classic Fishing Tournament and 

40th Anniversary Member Appreciation Day was a huge success 

thanks to the many volunteers and staff who helped out. The event 

was well attended with over 40 participants for the derby itself, 

and more people dropping by for our BBQ, games, and kayaking. 

Not to mention it was a beautiful day. Congratulations to our first, 

second, and third place winners in both the youth and adult 

divisions! We hope to see you all out again next year. We also 

gained many new members. Participants did manage to catch a 

few fish despite the previous day’s rainfall, while others also 

enjoyed the river by taking one of our Nature Camp kayaks out 

for a paddle. The kids had a great time fishing, kayaking, playing 

games and making crafts. We would also like to thank Mark 

Hatfield at Homestar, TD Bank in Sussex, Country Harvest in 

Saint John and Steve Delaney at East Coast Angler for their 

support of this event. 

 

  

Director Profile- Steve Delaney 

Beginning at a young age, Steve followed along with his father on excursions to many small streams in southern NB. 

While trout were the only quarry sought after, the many other species of fish often encountered spurred his interest of 

the aquatic world and eventually, all other fish species sought after by anglers in New Brunswick. Spending most of 

his childhood living in a house that was a historic site, history was another keen interest. Despite these early interests, 

he became a Red Seal Steamfitter and has worked at most industrial sites in the Saint John area and last year, the 

Hebron Oil Rig in Newfoundland. When not busy working or spending time with family, he endeavors to follow those 

early ingrained interests by searching for vintage fishing 

memorabilia from our area, tying flies, making fishing 

tackle and plying the waters of southern NB for all species 

of fish, including sharks! Although there are mainly 

angling opportunities available in the area, Steve admits 

that the Hammond is his favorite angling river (without 

bias!), especially in the lower stretches during spring, for 

catching a very diverse array of species. Steve’s interest in 

the Hammond began with the many fish stories heard 

about the river, but it was a 17.5” 2.5lb resident brook 

trout caught at the mouth of the Palmer Brook in the late 

90’s on the first day of trout season that sealed the deal. 

He says that even though social media didn’t exist back 

then, the local tackle shops and many anglers heard all 

about it by the next day! After this catch and a little more 

time spent on the river, he states he was shocked at how 
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truly amazing the river and the fishing could be. His involvement with the HRAA first began with the Fish Friends 

program when attending elementary school, then again a few years later when he attended the HRAA’s fly tying 

classes instructed by Geoff Plourde and Ross Brophy. To give something back to the association and the members 

whom he had respected from the local angling community, he volunteered at the annual dinner for a few years as well 

as donated flies. While life and work took precedence for a few years, he then moved his family to Nauwigewauk to be 

closer to the river in 2009 and decided to become involved in the association again when asked to fill a vacancy on the 

Board of Directors in 2013 and has since taken on the task of President this year.  

Conservation Centre Rental 

 

 

HRAA is pleased to announce 

that we are now accepting 

bookings for weddings. 
 

 

 

 

 

Our Conservation Centre is located in the heart of 

KV and overlooks the magnificent Hammond River.  

It is an ideal location to host your next event; be it a 

wedding ceremony and/or wedding reception, a 

meeting, seminar, corporate retreat, workshop, 

birthday, anniversary, shower, family reunion, 

retirement party or just a get-together with friends. 

Rental rates are very reasonable... non-profit groups 

qualify for a 40% discount. HRAA members are 

entitled to a 20% discount. 

      

     

  

AMENITIES INCLUDE: 

•   Seating capacity for up to 92 

•   Climate controlled 

•   Fireplace 

•   Kitchen (2 stoves, fridge, microwave) 

•   Large wrap-around veranda  Ample parking 

•   Wheelchair Accessible 

•   Hardwood floors 

•   Fabulous view of the Hammond River 

•   Flipchart 

•   LCD projector & screen 

•   Wi-Fi 

 

For information on availability and 
rental rates, please contact Melissa 

Crilley by calling her at 
 

645-1698 
or emailing her at 

 

melissa.crilley@gmail.com 
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2017 Hammond River Fishing Regulations 

Here is a link to the 2017 NB Fishing Regulations.  The section pertaining to the Hammond, which is part of the 

lower Saint John region Recreational Fishery Area, appears on  pages 28 through 31: 
 

http://www2.gnb.ca/content/dam/gnb/Departments/nr-rn/pdf/en/Fish/Fish.pdf 
 

Volunteers Needed! 

The Hammond River Angling Association was formed in 1977 by a group of dedicated anglers.  Over the past 40 

years, it has been maintained and nurtured largely by volunteers! As the association moves into its busiest time of the 

year, the continued support of dedicated volunteers is greatly needed. Most of the events and activities hosted by the 

association rely heavily on the assistance of volunteers. Items requiring assistance vary greatly from assisting with 

manual grounds maintenance, to assisting with various fundraising events and activities to helping staff perform a 

variety of scientific surveys with  salmon and their habitat. If you are looking for some great volunteer experience to 

boost a résumé or just to fill in some time helping the association and the environment, feel free to drop by the Centre 

or phone us at 832-1230 and we will be more than willing to match you up with a suitable activity! 

HRAA Website 

Please check out our website at www.hraa.ca for additional information related to our operations including, among 

other things, our Strategic Plan, our Watershed Management Plan, HRAA By-laws, past editions of our newsletter and 

our on-line membership application.  Many thanks to Hannah for recent improvements to our website and for regular 

updates which she carries out for us in addition to her many other responsibilities! 

 

    

    

    

    

    

     

Conservation Centre at dawn, Photo by Bryn Robinson 

HRAA staff, left to right: Front row Vicki Nash, Nick Whitters, 

Lee Robinson and Melanie Arsenault.  Back row Hannah 

Bradford, Josh Kelly, Zach Arsenault, Nick Fraser, Chantal 

Drost and Stephanie Hayward 

Happy Campers!! 


